
 

General Electric
According to Forbes Magazine, General Electric is the world's second largest corporation. Given
that, it's no surprise that GE employs over three hundred thousand people worldwide. GE traces its
roots back to Thomas Edison, who formed Edison General Electric in 1890. 
Two years later the new company merged with the Thomas-Houston Company under the banner of
General Electric, and has continued to hold the name until the present. General Electric was one of
the original 12 companies listed in the Dow Jones Industrial Average and is the only one of the 12
that continues to be part of the Dow Jones today. 

As a corporation, General Electric is composed of several business units in a variety of industries.
Although perhaps best known to consumers for their retail appliance business, GE is involved in
everything from broadcast media to financial services. As a manufacturing corporation, GE
produces products as diverse as railroad locomotives and medical imaging equipment. There is
virtually no aspect of life in modern America that GE doesn't have a finger in.

Creating alternative sources of energy is a large part of the current corporate culture, and if you are
interested in green jobs, then GE is an excellent place to start your search. The ecomaginations
division of GE is dedicated to finding, exploiting and expanding alternative energy sources.

As an employer, General Electric is a leader in promoting workplace diversity. The company runs
several informal networks for employees of diverse backgrounds. Volunteerism in these and other
programs is encouraged throughout the company. Marisa, an employee in the Operations
Management Leadership Program, had this to say about working for GE: ''The most rewarding part
of my GE experience has been the relationships that I have created with people from all over the
world. I have a better understanding of how important corporate relationships are whether it be with
my customers, colleagues, competitors and/or employees. My colleagues at GE have enabled me
to grow immensely both personally and professionally.''

If you're interested in a career with GE, then Hound is a perfect place to start. Currently Hound lists
over 5,000 jobs with GE. Because Hound uses sophisticated software to cull jobs from employer
web pages, most of these job listings are not found on any other job boards.

General Electric may have jobs available now. Click here to see them.
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